HOW TO USE THIS SHOE SIZER
1 Print to actual size. Make sure not to select other option on “Printing Settings”
2 Verify size accuracy with CC or dollar bill
3 Match the heel of your foot to the curved line
4 Align the inside of your foot with the red line
5 Mark where your toes land and mark where the widest part of your foot lands
6 If you need more assistance watch the video

VERIFY THE SIZE ACCURACY OF YOUR ASSEMBLED PRINTOUT BY PLACING A DOLLAR BILL AGAINST THE DOLLAR SPACE TO THE RIGHT

PLACE DOLLAR BILL OR CREDIT CARD ON DOTTED LINE WITH SOLID BORDERLINE TO CHECK SIZE ACCURACY OF PRINT OUT

PLACE DOLLAR BILL OR CREDIT CARD ON DOTTED LINE WITH SOLID BORDERLINE TO CHECK SIZE ACCURACY OF PRINT OUT

13 Align pages 1 & 2 edge to edge
14 Tape them together there should be no overlap

HEEL MUST LINE UP HERE

LEFT TOE LENGTH

RIGHT TOE LENGTH

ALIGN THE INSIDE

ALIGN THE INSIDE